Legacy Minute Weekly Message
Pillar 3: Purity
Just a Thought: Purity may not be a popular discussion at the ball game or in the board room, but it is a
HUGE issue when it comes to connecting with God and walking in His power! Having a clean mind and
heart is the foundation to having clean words and actions. Purposely engaging in impure and sinful
things basically tells God that those things are more important than Him! Purity opens the door to His
Presence and power while purposeful impurity shuts that door.
Scripture: Who may ascend the mountain of the Lord? Who may stand in his holy place? The one who
has clean hands and a pure heart, who does not trust in an idol or swear by a false god. Psalm 24:3-4
Discussion:
1. Have you ever thought that by choosing to focus on or engage in impure thoughts and actions is
telling God we don’t want Him?
2. What’s the difference between having an impure thought and purposely focusing on or living in
that thought or lifestyle?
3. Have you ever thought that when a person chooses impurity, they not only lose God, but God
loses them?
4. Have you ever been mad at God for not helping you but now realize that you chose something
else over His help?
5. How has society made impure seem normal?
6. Has this discussion stirred you to make some changes?

Legacy Lifter: Purity or lack of it is handed down from generation to generation. In addition to that, we
live in a generation that is promoting impurity more than another in history! You can make changes to
ensure you are passing along a pure legacy. It is also very important to help young men navigate such an
impure world. Is there another man or a younger man you can have a purity discussion with? It would
be great to help him take some action steps to establish and maintain a pure lifestyle.
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